We present HI 21 cm spectroscopy from the GBT for the host galaxies of 31 nearby AGNs with direct M BH measurements from reverberation mapping. These are the first published HI detections for 12 galaxies, and the spectral quality is generally an improvement over archival data for the remainder of the sample. We present measurements of emission-line fluxes, velocity widths, and recessional velocities from which we derive HI mass, total gas mass, and redshifts. Combining M GAS with constraints on M STARS allows exploration of the baryonic content of these galaxies. We find a typical M GAS /M STARS fraction of 10%, with a few reaching ∼30-50%. We also examined several relationships between M STARS , M GAS , M BH , baryonic mass, and morphological type. We find a weak preference for galaxies with larger M GAS to host more massive black holes. We also find gas-to-stellar fractions to weakly correlate with later types in unbarred spirals, with an approximately constant fraction for barred spirals. Consistent with previous studies, we find declining M GAS /M STARS with increasing M STARS , with a slope suggesting the gas reservoirs have been replenished. Finally, we find a clear relationship for M BH -M BARY with a similar slope as M BH -M STARS reported by Bentz & Manne-Nicholas (2018) . The dwarf Seyfert NGC 4395 appears to follow this relationship as well, even though it has a significantly higher gas fraction and smaller M BH than the remainder of our sample.
INTRODUCTION
Hydrogen is the most abundant element in the universe (Payne 1925) , and is of fundamental importance in galactic and extragalactic studies. The spin-flip transition of electrons in neutral hydrogen (HI) atoms gives rise to the hyperfine 21 cm line radiation, which is easily detected from gas-rich galaxies (usually late-type galaxies, e.g. Haynes & Giovanelli 1984 , and references therein).
The HI emission line provides a number of interesting details about the host galaxy. First, the Doppler-shifted recessional velocity yields one of the most reliable redshift measurements of extragalactic sources. Since the neutral gas is spread throughout the galaxy, it follows that the center velocity of the emission profile acts as a systemic velocity indicator. HI 21 cm emitting gas is also cold (∼ 120 K), and reflects the overall motion of the disk as opposed to gas at hotter temperatures (∼ 10,000 K) emitting in the optical (e.g. [O III]; Osterbrock & Pogge 1987) . These higher temperature emission lines can be affected by the internal motion of the regions in which they emit, thus affecting the radial velocity and hence the redshift measurement (e.g., nuclear, optical emission lines reflecting net outflow motion; Mirabel & Wilson 1984) .
Secondly, for inclined disk galaxies, the HI line width provides insight into their rotation speeds. The integrated emission profile is based on the distribution of radial velocities of the rotating disk, and correction for the disk's inclination provides a constraint on the maximum rotation rate . Inclination-corrected widths of observed HI profiles are thus related to the rotation curves of disk galaxies (Roberts 1969; Epstein 1964) .
Finally, the total area under the integrated HI line provides an estimate of the total atomic gas content. For galaxies with angular extents smaller than the beam size of the telescope, the integrated HI flux is related to the total number of hydrogen atoms, and thus the mass in atomic hydrogen (M HI ; Roberts 1962 ). Atomic hydrogen is normally the dominant gas phase in disk galaxies, with molecular hydrogen (H 2 ) as the next significant component. HI has been observed to saturate and condense to H 2 above a threshold surface density of ∼ 10 M pc −2 (Martin & Kennicutt 2001; Wong & Blitz 2002; Bigiel et al. 2008) , and giant molecular clouds are the dominant locations for star formation in spiral galaxies (e.g., Leroy et al. 2008 ). There have been many studies aimed at estimating the molecular gas content of disk galaxies (e.g., Cortese et al. 2017) , for example showing that M H2 /M HI scales as a function of morphology (Young & Knezek 1989; McGaugh & de Blok 1997) . There is significant scatter in all of the distributions from Young & Knezek (1989) , but the mean of their result for late-type spirals is M H2 /M HI ∼ 0.2 ± 0.1. Constraints on the solar helium abundance, the next most abundant element and significant gas mass contributor, place the M HE /M HI fraction in the range of 0.274 ± 6% (Cox 2000) . The typical cosmic abundances of other elements such as carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen are only small fractions of the hydrogen abundance in spiral galaxies, including the Milky Way (e.g., Spitzer 1998; Obreschkow & Rawlings 2009 ). Yet, the mass contribution from non-HI gas is typically less than the uncertainty involved in constraining M HI . So the total gas mass of a galaxy (M GAS ) is often estimated by simply applying a scale factor to M HI to account for these contributions, the vast majority of which is helium (McGaugh 2012, and references therein) .
The first significant HI study of galaxies hosting an active galactic nucleus (AGN) was an exploration of the relationship between the disk and the nucleus of Seyfert galaxies by Heckman et al. (1978) . That initial study hinted that the host galaxies of AGNs have a relationship between UV excess outside of the nucleus and the ratio of atomic gas to galaxy luminosity (M HI /L; luminosities from Heckman et al. 1978 are derived from the B-band magnitudes from de Vaucouleurs et al. 1976) , perhaps implying that feedback from nuclear activity triggers star formation in the larger galaxy disk. Heckman et al. (1978) also mention the tendency for Seyferts in their study with peculiar HI properties (e.g., HI absorption, abnormal M HI /L) to have peculiar morphological characteristics (e.g., double nucleus, one spiral arm, faint disk). Peck & Taylor (1998) conducted an HI kinematic study near the active core of NGC 3984, finding that all the HI components were redshifted with respect to the stellar content of the galaxy, which they interpreted as the signature of central parsec-scale gas infalling and feeding the nucleus. Fabello et al. (2011) used the Arecibo 1 Legacy Fast ALFA (AL-FALFA) Survey to search for trends in the fraction of M HI to stellar mass (M STARS ) and black hole accretion rate. For galaxies with low star formation rates (log SFR / M STARS < -11.0), the accretion rate scaled with increasing M HI /M STARS .
Not all of the literature points to correlations between HI content and AGN activity, though. For galaxies with moderate star formation rates (log SFR / M STARS > -11.0) in the study by Fabello et al. (2011) , no relationship was found between M HI /M STARS and accretion rate. Bieging & Biermann (1983) conducted HI studies of active and interacting galaxies and compared their HI fluxes to the Rieke (1978) survey of 10.6 µm emission from Seyfert nuclei and found no correlation. Their reasoning was that the infrared fluxes refer only to the nucleus as opposed to the HI flux which originates from the entire disk, therefore concluding no connection between gas and AGN luminosity. Finally, in their review of coevolution of black holes in AGNs and properties of their hosts, Heckman & Best (2014) conclude from a number of studies that HI is unlikely to reside within the central regions of AGN host galaxies. Heckman & Best (2014) also mention that HI surface density in all spiral galaxies, whether active or inactive, is usually lower or near zero at the center, and gas present near the central supermassive black hole (SMBH) is likely to be primarily molecular in the case of inactive galaxies, or ionized in the case of AGN. Thus, there seems to be no clear picture of how the overall gas content of a galaxy is related to AGN fueling.
However, we know that active galaxies have gas accreting onto their central SMBHs, and that the gas reservoir is large enough and/or replenished often enough to fuel the black hole for ∼ 10 7 years (Martini 2004) , perhaps multiple times in the history of the galaxy. The growth of the SMBHs in AGNs via accretion also appears to be related to the growth of the bulges of their host galaxies (see reviews by Best 2014 and Ho 2013 ). The gas flows that fuel the accretion and growth of the SMBHs and bulges can be driven by mergers, with slower, gradual processes such as gravitational interactions with bar and spiral structures (Kormendy & Kennicutt 2004; Athanassoula 2008) , or rapid, gas-rich disk instabilities (Genzel et al. 2014; Bournaud et al. 2010; Elmegreen et al. 2008; Dekel et al. 2009) . Furthermore, over the past two decades it has become clear that galaxies and SMBHs have a symbiotic relationship, even though their typical size scales are different by orders of magnitude. Empirical scaling relationships between the central SMBH mass (M BH ) and the host galaxy itself have been the subjects of many studies (e.g., Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Gebhardt et al. 2000; Kormendy & Ho 2013) . It is therefore of interest to examine whether there is any relationship between M BH and the gas properties of their host galaxies.
In this paper, we present the results of HI spectroscopy of 44 AGNs with direct M BH measurements from the reverberation mapping database 2 of Bentz & Katz (2015) . In Section 2, for those galaxies where HI emission is detected, we provide measurements of profile widths, recessional velocities and thus redshifts, and HI flux. In Section 3, we detail our derived quantities of M HI and M GAS from the raw measurements, as well as other characteristics of the host galaxies and central black holes. In Section 4, we explore the relationship between M BH and M GAS , and we test relationships between M BH and baryonic mass (M BARY ), and M GAS and M STARS .
Throughout this work we adopt a ΛCDM cosmology of H 0 = 72 km s −1 Mpc −1 (Freedman et al. 2001) , Ω M =0.3, and Ω Λ =0.7 (Bennett et al. 2014 ).
2. DATA 2.1. Target Selection and Observations Our ultimate goal for these observations is to employ the Tully-Fisher distance measurement method to provide a significant number of distances for galaxies in the reverberation mapping sample. In this paper, however, we focus on the HI properties of the galaxies. We began with the database of all broad-lined AGNs with black hole masses derived from reverberation mapping (Bentz & Katz 2015) . Because the Tully-Fisher method requires spiral galaxies, the AGNs hosted by elliptical galaxies were removed from the sample. Potential targets were then removed if they were at z > 0.1, and therefore likely outside the reach of the Tully-Fisher method (Reyes et al. 2011) . Finally, the large, unblocked 100 m dish of the Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope 3 (GBT) and its access to a large fraction of the sky make it ideal for sensitive 21 cm observations, therefore any remaining sources that were outside the pointing limits of the GBT were removed from the sample. The final selection consisted of 27 active galaxies observed in the spring of 2013 (project ID GBT13A-468; PI: Ou-Yang) and 17 active galaxies observed in the fall/winter of -2019 PI: Robinson) .
The GBT Spectrometer backend was used for GBT13A-468 and employed a 12.5 MHz bandwidth and 8,192 channels with velocity resolution of 0.3 km s −1 channel −1 . The GBT Spectrometer has since been retired, so we employed the VErsatile GBT Astronomical Spectrometer (VEGAS) for GBT18B-258. The VEGAS mode we employed has an 11.72 MHz bandwidth, 32,768 channels, and velocity resolution of 0.08 km s −1 channel −1 . The large 9. 1 GBT L-Band beamwidth, defined as the full-width at half-maximum of the beam, encompassed even the largest optical angular sizes of our target galaxies.
Targets were observed in position-switched mode in pairs of equal on-off exposures, which were typically 60 second scans for GBT13A-468 and 120 second scans for GBT18B-258. All of the scans were divided into individual integrations of 3 seconds, so that if radio frequency interference (RFI) appeared, we could discard only the affected integrations rather Figure 1 . HI emission line spectra from GBT13A-468 after reduction, baseline subtraction, and smoothing with GBTIDL v2.8. Hanning smoothing was applied to all profiles, and further smoothing was dependent on the S/N (see Sec. 2.2). Note that Mrk 6 and NGC 7469 exhibit central absorption features. The vertical dashed lines indicate V R measurements from gmeasure.
than the whole scan. Off-source sky observations allowed for the removal of the frequency structure of the raw bandpass and an improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N). Total on-source exposure times were estimated from the expected gas content of the galaxy (based on its morphological type), its expected distance (based on redshift), and a goal of achieving S/N=10 in the peak flux of the HI emission line. We capped our initial time requests at 9 hours per source, but for a few weak yet promising targets, we requested and received additional time to improve the S/N. In total, our observations covered 184 hours for GBT13A-468 and 208.25 hours for GBT18B-258, with total on-source exposure times ranging from ∼ 6 minutes to 16 hours. Figure 2 . HI emission line spectra from GBT18B-258 after reduction, baseline subtraction, and smoothing with GBTIDL v2.10.1. Hanning smoothing was applied to all profiles, and further smoothing was dependent on the S/N (see Sec. 2.2). The vertical dashed lines indicate V R measurements from gmeasure.
258. The updated software includes the ability to reduce spectra taken with the VEGAS backend, as well as bug fixes. Individual scans were visually inspected, and those which contained significant saturation from RFI were removed. The getps GBTIDL procedure retrieved the on-source and corresponding off-source data for each scan pairing and performed the (ON-OFF)/OFF operation. Scans were then accumulated and averaged over for each target. Weaker RFI spikes were manually removed by interpolating over the interference in the accumulated spectra. Targets that required several hours of exposure time were generally observed in separate blocks across a few days. Scans from separate observing sessions were managed in the same way; all scans from each observation block of the same source were accumulated and averaged at once into a single spectrum.
We fit a low-order polynomial (typically order 3) to the remaining baseline in each combined spectrum and subtracted it. Hanning smoothing (Hann 1903) was then applied to all spectra after accumulation and baseline subtraction. Hanning smoothing is a running mean across the spectrum that aids in reducing the ringing produced by strong RFI sources and reduces the spectral resolution by a factor of 2. Higher order smoothing was then applied to spectra with low apparent S/N to aid in the measurement of the emission line properties.
We detected HI 21 cm emission in 18 of the 27 targets from GBT13A-468 and in 13 out of 17 for GBT18B-258. Some of the more distant objects in the sample with z > 0.05 resulted in non-detections within the allotted exposure time. Figs. 1 and 2 show the reduced, smoothed, and baseline subtracted spectra for targets where HI emission was detected from programs GBT13A-468 and GBT18B-258, respectively. We report in Table 2 the total resulting on-source exposure times after removal of contaminated scans, an approximate S/N for all spectra, values for the root-mean-square (RMS) of the noise in each spectrum, the final velocity resolution after smoothing, and the corresponding backend. For dual-horned profiles, approximate S/N values were calculated first by taking the average of the peak fluxes in each horn. We then averaged that with the mid-profile peak flux, and divided by the RMS of the noise to produce the approximate S/N. For Gaussian profiles, Figure 3 . Example BUSYFIT (Westmeier et al. 2014 ) profiles for representative galaxies in our sample. The data is in black, the model fit is the solid red curve. The top row are profiles from GBT13A-468, the bottom are profiles from GBT18B-258. The vertical dashed lines indicate V R measurements from BUSYFIT.
the approximate S/N was calculated as the peak flux value divided by the RMS of the noise.
2.3. Analysis and Measurements Measurements of the emission-line widths, center-line recessional velocities (V R ), and integrated line fluxes were determined with two methods. The first method utilized the gmeasure procedure available within GBTIDL, which calculates line widths, fluxes, and recessional velocities directly from the data. For width measurements, the gmeasure procedure determines the edges of an emission profile by linear interpolation over channels containing the profile until the data are greater than the provided threshold. The threshold is normally 50% or 20% times the mean flux over the range of channels containing the HI signal. W 50 and W 20 values (line widths at 50% and 20%, respectively) as well as V R values are provided in km s −1 . We choose the mean flux, rather than the peak flux, for determination of W 50 and W 20 because it is less sensitive to the noise level, especially when a profile consists of significantly asymmetric peak horn fluxes. Calculated line fluxes are given in terms of antenna temperature (T L ; see Section 3) in K km s −1 . Uncertainties on the gmeasure measurements were achieved using a bootstrap method. We began by defining beginning and ending spectral channel windows on either side of the line profile. The designated range of channels for each window on each side was unique to each profile and was mainly dependent on the noise properties (see Table 2 ), but was typically ∼ 50 channels in width. We then performed 100,000 iterations in which a starting and ending wavelength were randomly drawn from the defined windows, and a line width, flux, and central velocity were calculated using gmeasure. A distribution of each measurement was built up in this way, and we report the median of the distribution as the measurement value and the measurement uncertainty as the 1-σ deviation from the median on each side of the distribution, allowing for asymmetric distributions.
The second method employed the BUSYFIT software (Westmeier et al. 2014) . For well-defined profiles, BUSYFIT is able to automatically determine the best-fit parameterization, but for noisy or poorly-defined profiles, additional user intervention is necessary. Measurements of W 50 and W 20 , (which in this case are defined as line widths at 50% and 20% of the peak flux density, which differs slightly from the definition employed by gmeasure), T L , and V R are derived from the BUSYFIT profiles. For both methods, we define V R in the optical convention (c(λ-λ 0 )/λ 0 ). The fitting function has the form
where x denotes the spectral axis input, a is the amplitude scaling factor, the error functions fit the sides of the HI profile (flanks), b 1 and b 2 are the independent slopes of the flanks allowing for asymmetric shapes of the lines to be fit, w is the half-width of the HI profile, x e and x p are separate offsets also aiding in fitting asymmetric profile shapes, and c denotes the amplitude of the central trough of the profile relative to the flanks which is fit with a polynomial of degree n. The majority of the dual-horned profile fits converged without the need to hold any free parameter values fixed. Most well-defined, Gaussian-shaped profiles also achieved convergence in the fit. For these, BUSYFIT automatically fixes the parameters included in the central trough factor of the fitting function (c, x p , and n) at 0. We found it common that low S/N or weakly defined dual-horned profiles required holding the c and n values fixed because the initial fits often converged to Gaussian shapes. We also found common that narrow, low S/N Gaussian profiles required holding at least one of the flank slopes fixed as the initial fits resulted in either extremely high uncertainties in these parameters or did not reach convergence. Generally in the cases which necessitated parameters to be held fixed, we inferred the values from the fits for welldefined profiles which converged automatically. We assessed by eye the accuracy of the shape of the fit relative to the inherent shape of the emission line, and we estimate the following additional uncertainties on each parameter: n: ±15%, c: ±29%, w: ±4%, b 1 : ±21%, b 2 : ±22%, x p : ±8.5%.
BUSYFIT offers a number of methods for determining uncertainties. We employed the Monte Carlo method which generates 10,000 best fits by randomly varying the free parameters in each iteration. The variations are dependent on the covariance matrix of the values of the free parameters, with each parameter's random distribution centered on the initial fit value and standard deviation derived from the square root of the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix. The uncertainties are assumed to be symmetric and are reported as the standard deviation from the mean of the resulting measurement distribution. For uncertainty determinations on fits in which parameters were held fixed, there is a tendency for underestimations due to the fixed parameters not contributing to uncertainty propagation. To account for this, we conducted best fits on SBS1116+583A (the lowest S/N HI profile in which no parameters were held fixed for the reported BUSYFIT measurements), fixing each free parameter and each combination of fixed free parameters to calculate the differences in resulting uncertainties from the initial fit's uncertainties. We then inflated the measurement uncertainties by a corresponding amount to match the differences on SBS1116+583A for objects with parameters that were held fixed in the fitting process. Fig. 3 displays the best-fit BUSYFIT profiles overlaid on the HI spectra for a few representative galaxies. Profiles from GBT13A-468 are displayed in the top row, and profiles from GBT18B-258 in the bottom row. Table 3 The results are generally in close agreement even though the definitions of the line widths are slightly different, with only a few objects showing large discrepancies. NGC 3227, in particular, has a highly asymmetric line profile with a low central trough and blueshifted horn. This makes the determination of W 50 quite sensitive to the noise in the spectrum, and whether 50% of the peak flux is below or above the blueshifted horn. If we choose the peak flux definition for gmeasure's W 50 measurement, we find a more consisent value with BUSYFIT. Both MCG-06-30-15 and Mrk 478 show some disparities in their line widths due to the low S/N in their spectra. And for Gaussian-shaped profiles, like those seen in Mrk 279, NGC 5548, Mrk 704, Mrk 110, NGC 3516, and Mrk 493, the two methods are more likely to disagree due to the difficulty in determining the true edges of the profiles. We also note that three of our spectra (NGC 4051, NGC 4593, NGC 5548) exhibit the surprising feature of excess HI emission at or near the systemic velocity. For the remaining analysis, we prefer the measurement values from gmeasure due to their asymmetric distributions more accurately reflecting the asymmetric nature of the majority of the profiles.
Notes on Individual Objects
Of the 31 galaxies with HI detections in our sample, 12 have not been previously studied in HI. For the remaining objects, we have tabulated their previous measurements for comparison with our own in Table 4 . Below, we include a short discussion of the different measurements for each object. We also include discussion on the best-fit models produced by BUSYFIT whenever user intervention was necessary.
Two of the objects in this study, Mrk 6 and NGC 7469 (see Fig. 1 ) exhibit a strong center-line absorption feature in their HI profiles. While the absorption does not affect their line widths or recessional velocities, it does affect the line flux. In order to estimate a reasonable range of values for the unabsorbed line flux, we used a bootstrapping interpolation method. We first determined the ratios of horn-height to midprofile-height from all of the unabsorbed dual-horned profiles in our sample. We then designated the lowest and highest ratios (0.16 and 0.52, respectively) as the acceptable range of flux values for the underlying unabsorbed central trough in the line profiles of Mrk 6 and NGC 7469. We then linearly interpolated over the central absorption with 100,000 random draws between the minimum and maximum allowed trough height. For each iteration, the total line flux was recorded, thereby building up a distribution of likely unabsorbed line flux measurements. The median of the resulting distribution is reported as the final T L value, and the uncertainties reflect the 1-σ deviation from the median on either side of the distribution.
While the optical angular extents of all galaxies with HI detections in our sample are encompassed by the 9. 1 GBT beam, the total extent of the HI distribution of the closest objects may not be. We examined resolved HI maps to verify the angular HI extent of the nearest galaxies in our sample, whenever such maps were available in the literature.
Mrk 1044: The emission profile for this galaxy contains several flux peaks between the flanks (see Fig. 2 ). This caused the initial BUSYFIT model to fit the flank slopes while converging with a value of 0 for the central trough amplitude. In order to fit a weak dual-horn signature, we held the trough amplitude (c) fixed at 0.0001, the trough offset (x p ) fixed at 235, and the polynomial degree (n) fixed at 2. For this object, Mirabel & Wilson (1984) employed the National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) 91 m telescope's 384 channel autocorrelation spectrometer with 11 km s −1 channel spacing and velocity resolution of 22 km s −1 . The spectrum reported by Mirabel & Wilson (1984) contains a noise spike close to the redshifted side of the HI profile. The inclusion of the noise spike as part of the HI profile, due to low S/N and low resolution, is the most probable cause for the large discrepancy between their W 20 measurement of 489 km s Ark 120: The profile of Ark 120 has a slightly skewed dualhorn shape (see Fig. 2 ). Theureau et al. (2005) conducted an observation using the Nançay 94 m telescope with an 8,192 channel autocorrelation spectrometer, which resulted in an HI detection with S/N=3.8. The low S/N in the Theureau et al. (2005) observations would make it difficult to fully character- ize the weaker, blueshifted side of the line profile, and likely accounts for the discrepancies between their reported measurements and ours. MCG+08-11-011: Mirabel & Wilson (1984) observed this target with the NRAO 91 m telescope, which was then reprocessed (Springob et al. 2005) for inclusion in the Extragalactic Distance Database (EDD; Tully et al. 2009a Fig. 2 ) and we were only able to achieve a S/N of 4.7. The initial BUSYFIT profile converged into a box-shaped best fit with a value of 0 for the central trough amplitude. In order to generate a trough feature while keeping the slopes of the flanks accurate, we held fixed the initial best fits to the flank slopes (b 1 and b 2 ) at 0.8, 0.5, respectively. We then fixed the central trough amplitude (c) at 0.01 and polynomial degree (n) at 1.5, which allowed a double horned profile shape to converge. Mrk 374 was previously observed by Davoust & Contini (2004) with the 512 channel autocorrelator on the Nançay telescope. They defined their recessional velocities in the radio convention (c(λ−λ 0 )/λ) instead of the optical convention (c(λ−λ 0 )/λ 0 ), which we have used in this work. The recessional velocity reported for Mrk 374 by Davoust & Contini (2004) −0.9 km s −1 . However, their spectrum contains a strong Gaussian-shaped signal unlike the faint dual-horned profile which we report. Davoust & Contini (2004) discuss that observations at recessional velocities near ∼ 12500 km s −1 (in the radio convention) contained significant interference from radar signals, and that galaxies in their sample near those velocities are possibly unreliable. Therefore, it is possible that the target was misidentified in their work.
Mrk 79: Two previous observations of this object with the GBT are reported in the HI Digital Catalog of Springob et al. (2005 NGC 2617: Previous observations include the Nançay telescope (Paturel et al. 2003 ) and the Parkes telescope including two measurements from the HI Parkes All Sky Survey Catalogue (Meyer et al. 2004; Doyle et al. 2005) . The HI data for NGC 2617 was also reprocessed (Theureau et al. 2006 ) for inclusion in the EDD. All previous reported measurements are in agreement with our measurements.
Mrk 704: Mrk 704 has a narrow Gaussian emission profile shape (see Fig. 2 ). The BUSYFIT central trough, offset, and polynomial parameters (c, x p , and n) were thus automatically fixed at 0, and we also held the left flank slope (b 1 ) fixed at 0.15 to allow the profile to converge. The spectrum reported by Hutchings (1989) from observations with the Arecibo telescope contains a very low S/N emission line blended with a noise spike on the blueshifted side. The larger W 20 value they report of 250 km s −1 compared to ours of 57.8
−12.9 km s −1 is possibly due to the nearby noise spike's inclusion in the profile measurement. This would also explain the slight offset in their V R value of 9510 km s −1 compared to our measurement of 9525.87
−2.55 km s −1 . NGC 3227: The blueshifted side of the profile of NGC 3227 is significantly weaker in flux than the redshifted side, resulting in a dramatically asymmetric shape (see Fig. 1 ). It is interacting with its neighboring galaxy NGC 3226 (Tonry et al. 2001) , which is an elliptical galaxy, and in the resolved HI study by Mundell et al. (1995) , they detected no HI emission from it. So while the interaction might be a possible explanation as to NGC 3227's skewed profile shape, NGC 3226 most likely does not contribute to the emission profile we have detected. The spectral resolution of the previously published spectra range from 6.6 km s −1 (Dickel & Rood 1978) from observations which used the 91 m telescope at the NRAO to 30 km s −1 (Biermann et al. 1979) for observations with the 305 m Arecibo telescope. The V R measurement of 1284 ± 9 km s −1 reported by Dickel & Rood (1978) presents the biggest discrepancy with our V R measurement of 1144.74 +4.33 −0.82 km s −1 . The baseline in their spectrum contains significant residual fluctuations and possible source confusion; it appears the S/N in their spectrum is too low for identification of the blueshifted side of the profile. Our spectral resolution of 3.0 km s −1 is higher than all previous spectra, and our higher S/N of 13.1 allows for clear identification of the entire profile. Our measurements of W 20 and V R are consistent with Ho et al. (2008a) within the uncertainties. Martin (1998) report a maximum HI angular diameter of NGC 3227 of 5 based on the resolved study by Mundell et al. (1995) , therefore the total 21 cm emission is most likely enclosed by the 9. 1 GBT beamwidth.
NGC 3516: This is the first HI spectrum for NGC 3516, a relatively nearby galaxy, due to the extreme faintness of its HI emission. The total on-source observing time spent on this object was longer than any of our other targets by a large margin (∼ 15.6 hours). The HI profile of NGC 3516 exhibits a Gaussian shape, and as such the BUSYFIT model held the central trough amplitude, offset, and polynomial degree parameters (c, x p , and n) fixed at 0. We also held the right flank slope (b 2 ) fixed at 0.1 to allow the profile fit to converge.
NGC 3783: Previous HI line widths are derived from observations with the Nançay telescope (Theureau et al. 2006) and reprocessed for inclusion in the EDD (Tully et al. 2009b Fisher & Tully (1981) , obtained from the NRAO 91 m telescope and reanalyzed for inclusion in the EDD. Dickel & Rood (1978) , who used the same instrument as Fisher & Tully (1981) , defined their profile widths as the half-width between points at one-quarter peak intensity corrected for the spectral resolution of the instrument of 6.6 km s −1 . Their reported value (doubled to achieve a full width at quarter intensity) of 268 km s −1 is consistent with our similar measurement of W 20 =264.5 +9.5 −2.9 km s −1 . All previous V R measurements are consistent with our measurements. The resolved HI study of Liszt & Dickey (1995) reveals the diameter of the major axis is similar to that of the optical diameter at 5. 2, therefore it is expected that all the HI emission is contained within the 9. 1 GBT beam.
NGC 4151: Our measurements of W 50 and W 20 are approximately consistent with the values reported by Tifft & Cocke (1988) . The small discrepancies of ∼ 3 − 10 km s −1 most likely come from the difference in spectral resolution, channel span, and channel spacing. For relatively flat baselines such as that present in our spectrum of NGC 4151, loworder polynomial fits can possibly introduce low-level sinusoidal structure in the baseline. This can affect subsequent measurements and/or fits to the emission profile, and can thus result in small discrepancies in reported measurements. The NRAO 91 m telescope employed by Tifft & Cocke (1988) produced a spectrum for NGC 4151 with a resolution of 11 km s −1 over 192 channels. As with NGC 4051, Dickel & Rood (1978) defined their width as the half-width between points at quarter-intensity corrected for a spectral resolution of 6.6 km s −1 . Their reported value (doubled to match a full width) of 156 km s −1 is consistent with our measurement of W 20 =152.5 +8.5 −0.7 km s −1 . The previous V R measurements are consistent with our measurements. In their neutral hydrogen study of NGC 4151, Pedlar et al. (1992) report the extent of the spiral arms reach ∼ 6 from its center, and the reanalysis of the same study by Martin (1998) from their compiled catalog of HI maps report the largest angular extent of the neutral hydrogen as 10. 4. The 9. 1 beam of the GBT may not fully enclose the total extent of the HI emission from NGC 4151, but only a small fraction is likely to have been missed.
Mrk 766: Mrk 766 has a low S/N emission line (5.1; see Fig. 1 ) with a very faint dual-horn signature. With all eight BUSYFIT parameters free, the initial fit was Gaussian in shape. In order to fit the weak horns, the right flank slope (b 2 ) was held fixed at 0.45 in addition to the polynomial degree (n) which was fixed at 2. There are no previous measurements of the HI emission from this galaxy.
NGC 4593: Observations conducted by Staveley- Smith & Davies (1987) and König et al. (2009) employed the Jodrell Bank 76 m MklA radio telescope's 1024 channel autocorrelation spectrometer with a velocity resolution of 7.3 km s −1 and the Effelsberg 100 m telescope's 8,192 channel autocorrelator with a velocity resolution of 4.1 km s −1 , respectively. Our reported resolution is 0.6 km s −1 , and our width and velocity measurements are consistent with theirs. NGC 4593 is also composed of many morphological components including an outer ring and a bar, which is a possible explanation for the fluctuating HI emission between the horns of its profile.
MCG-06-30-015: The HI measurements in this work are the first reported for this galaxy. MCG-06-30-015 has one of the faintest emission lines that was detected (S/N=3.4) in our sample. To fit the asymmetric dual-horned profile, we held the central trough amplitude (c) fixed at 0.011, the half-width (w) fixed at 5, and the polynomial degree (n) fixed at 2.8.
NGC 5548: Within the uncertainties, our measurement of W 50 is consistent with that of Stierwalt et al. (2005) based on observations with the Arecibo telescope, with a S/N of 4.1 and spectral resolution of 8.5 km s −1 . The spectrum reported by Biermann et al. (1979) Mirabel & Wilson (1984) and Ho et al. (2008a) . Our V R value is within the range of reported values. The deep optical imaging of NGC 5548 by Tyson et al. (1998) reveals a low surface brightness arm wrapping around the galaxy, an extended tail, and ripples in the inner disk, all of which could contribute to the highly turbulent HI flux distribution present in our spectrum. Mrk 478: There are multiple emission peaks near the expected location of HI emission from Mrk 478 (see Fig. 2 ), which is between 22484 − 23700 km s −1 (Richards et al. 2009; de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991 ) from recessional velocities measured from optical emission lines. The systemic velocity of Mrk 478 is not well constrained, and we do not detect emission at or near the low end of its range of optical velocities. We fit independent Gaussians to the three peaks present in our spectrum to compare to the systemic velocities of galaxies in the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED) in a 9. 1 diameter neighbor search (equal to the GBT L-Band beam size). We measure the following velocities for each peak (from left to right): 23540±11, 23800±15, and 23980±4 km s −1 . The left peak's velocity is comparable to the nearby galaxy 2MASX J14415920+3527489 (V R =23554 km s −1 ; 2. 2 to the NW). Our V R measurement for the center peak is near the reported velocities of neighboring galaxies 2MASX J14421361+3524459 (V R =23738 km s −1 ; 2. 3 to the SW) and 2MASX J14421426+3528139 (V R =23763 km s −1 ; 2. 3 to the NE). Lastly, within a 9. 1 diameter neighbor search, there are no objects classified as galaxies near our measured velocity of the right peak. From the present information, it is unclear whether Mrk 478 exhibits a dual-horned shape, and it is also unclear as to which of the peaks represent emission from Mrk 478. Based on the similarity of the center and right peak's shape with that of the measured shapes of low S/N dual-horned profiles, as seen with other objects in our sample (SBS1116+583A, Mrk 817, Mrk 290), we have assumed the center and right peaks belong to the emission profile of Mrk 478. For analysis with BUSYFIT, we fixed the slope of the right flank (b 2 ) at 0.26, the half-width parameter (w) at 23, and the polynomial degree (n) at 3 in order to achieve a characteristic dual-horned fit. Teng et al. (2013) observed Mrk 478 with the 100 m GBT (identified as PG 1440+356 in their work), producing a spectrum with a resolution of ∼ 6 km s −1 channel −1 and S/N of 4.81. The large absorption feature present in their spectrum at ∼ 24000 km s −1 is absent from ours. Teng et al. (2013) note that the feature has a dramatic variability over short timescales and is also dependent on polarization, and their Figure 6 shows strong continuum fluctuations on month-long periods. compared to ours of 1.3 km s −1 ) contributes to some of the discrepancy between the measurements, because we measure W 20 =214 km s −1 when we smooth our spectrum to match their resolution. However, we expect that the lower S/N in their spectrum also contributes to the difference in W 20 . The remaining measurements from Mirabel & Wilson (1984) , Lewis (1987) , Haynes et al. (2011 ), Springob et al. (2005 , and Paturel et al. (2003) are consistent with our measurements within the uncertainties.
Mrk 493: The HI profile of Mrk 493 exhibits a strong, narrow Gaussian shape (see Fig. 2 ). As standard for fitting a Gaussian-shaped profile, the BUSYFIT parameters controlling the central trough amplitude, offset, and polynomial degree (c, x p , and n, respectively) were set to 0, and we found that we also needed to hold the half-width parameter (w) fixed at 10 to allow the profile fit to converge. All previous observations utilized the 305 m Arecibo telescope. The V R reported by Haynes & Giovanelli (1984) is consistent with our measurement, and their W 50 value agrees with our measurement at the ∼ 2 σ level. Lewis (1987) also reports a consistent V R value. They define their W 50 measurement of 35.7 km s −1 as an un-smoothed width, which might account for the discrepancy, yet it is consistent with our W 50 of 54.6 +6.5 −8.4 km s −1 at the ∼ 2 σ level. Values by Mirabel & Wilson (1984) are consistent with our measurements within the uncertainties.
1H1934-063: Paturel et al. (2003) report an HI line width of 248.4 ± 16.5 km s −1 from observations with the Nançay telescope. Their spectrum contains significant baseline fluctuations, causing a discrepancy both between our width measurement and theirs and their V R measurement of 3070 ± 7 km s −1 compared to our value of V R = 3191.42 Shostak (1978) , Koribalski et al. (2004) , Springob et al. (2005) , Huchtmeier & Richter (1989) are consistent with our measurements. Liszt & Dickey (1995) estimate the HI diameter of NGC 6814 to be ∼ 7 based on their resolved HI map, thus it is likely that the 9. 1 GBT beam encompassed the total HI distribution of NGC 6814.
NGC 7469: Our data for NGC 7469 contained large baseline fluctuations across the whole continuum in a significant amount of the scans which were not included in the final, accumulated spectrum. The absorption profile present in the HI spectrum of NGC 7469 (see Fig. 1 ) persists throughout the literature, causing significant uncertainty in the line flux measurements. Richter & Huchtmeier (1982) utilized the Effelsberg 100 m telescope with spectral resolution of 13.2 km s −1 and channel spacing of 11 km s −1 , near insufficient to identify the emission profile separate from the noise level. Observations with the Arecibo telescope (e.g., Mirabel & Wilson 1984; Biermann et al. 1979; Ho et al. 2008a ) all show self-absorption which is commented on in their analyses. Biermann et al. (1979) , Richter & Huchtmeier (1982) , and Mirabel & Wilson (1984) also comment on the galaxy companion IC 5283. NED lists the radial velocity of IC 5283 as 4804 km s −1 , very near the velocity of the blueshifted flank of NGC 7469, with an angular separation of only 1. 3 (well within the GBT L-Band beam). Thus it is likely that most previous studies have the emission from this companion galaxy blended with that of NGC 7469. When comparing our spectrum to those of Mirabel & Wilson (1984) , Mirabel & Sanders (1988) , and Ho et al. (2008a) , we note that their higher S/N spectra show an emission bump on the blueshifted wing of the profile, while our spectrum does not. It is likely that this feature is lost in the noise since we had to reject a large number of scans for this object. Consequently, we find a significantly different width for NGC 7469 than these previous studies. Reported W 50 measurements are as follows: 570 km s −1 (Biermann et al. 1979 ) and 515 km s −1 (Richter & Huchtmeier 1982) The literature on radial velocities and redshifts for the remaining objects in the sample consist of measurement methods that do not rely on 21 cm spectroscopy. For example, MCG-06-30-015 has a previous radial velocity measurement of 2323 ± 15 km s −1 from the redshifting of infrared emission lines (Fisher et al. 1995 (Fouque et al. 1992 ) to 9430 ± 35 km s −1 (IRAS redshift survey; Strauss & Huchra 1988 ). Our measurement of V R = 9420.14 +4.08 −3.91 km s −1 is in agreement with the higher end of these measurements. Table 5 lists the redshifts we have derived from our HI observations alongside previously published redshifts from a variety of observations and analysis methods.
DISTANCES AND MASSES
With the detection of HI 21 cm emission from 31 AGN host galaxies, we can explore the gas properties of these galaxies compared to their stellar and central black hole properties. We also augmented our sample by including the dwarf Seyfert NGC 4395, as it should provide an interesting comparison as the lowest-mass AGN with a direct black hole mass constraint, hosted by a bulgeless low surface brightness galaxy. We describe here our adopted measurements and derived quantities for the baryonic properties of the galaxies.
3.1. Distances Only five of the galaxies that we detected have distance measurements independent of their redshifts. The sources of the distances to NGC 3227, NGC 3783, NGC 4051, NGC 4151, and NGC 4593 are summarized in Bentz et al. (2013) , but in brief, the measurements are generally the average of distances to galaxies within the same group, and were retrieved from the EDD. The exception is NGC 3227, which has an adopted distance that is the same as NGC 3226, with which it is interacting and which has a distance from the surface brightness fluctuation method (Tonry et al. 2001 ). These five galaxy distances have been recalibrated with a Hubble constant of H 0 =72 km s −1 Mpc −1 for consistency with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Key Project (Freedman et al. 2001) . Additionally, NGC 4395 has a distance from Cepheid variables (Thim et al. 2004 ) of 4.1 ± 0.4 Mpc.
Many of the galaxies in our sample were included in Bentz et al. (2013) and Bentz & Manne-Nicholas (2018) . For those objects, we adopt the luminosity distances (D L ) reported in those works, which are derived from the redshifts of each galaxy. Uncertainties of 500 km s −1 were adopted due to the typical range of peculiar velocities reported by Tully et al. (2008) .
For Mrk 1044, MCG+08-11-011, Mrk 374, NGC 2617, Mrk 704, Mrk 478, NGC 5940, Mrk 493, and 1H1934-063, we use our redshift measurement from the HI emission line to estimate D L . For consistency with the other objects in our sample, we adopt an uncertainty of 500 km s −1 to account for peculiar velocities that may affect the distance derived from the redshift. Adopted distances are listed in Table 6 .
HI and Total Gas Mass
The integrated flux of the HI emission line allows the atomic gas mass to be estimated because the intensity from the spin-flip radiation of optically thin sources is related to the number of HI atoms in a 1 cm 2 cross-section column. The measured flux is thus directly related to the total number of HI atoms in the beam, and the mass is given by (Roberts 1962) , where D is the distance in Mpc (see Table 6 ), the summation is over channels spanning the HI emission-line profile, and ∆v is the channel width in km s −1 .
The HI mass of a galaxy is then related to total gas mass as (Cox 2000) . The scale factor of 1.4 accounts for the amount of atomic helium gas in the galaxy assuming solar abundance. As stated previously, H 2 is the next most prevalent gas phase in disk galaxies. However, McGaugh (2012) revisited several molecular gas content estimation techniques (e.g., Young & Knezek 1989) , and concluded that there is no compelling evidence for significant sources of baryonic matter in disk galaxies other than what can be directly detected through observations, and that the molecular gas contribution (in gas-rich spirals) is usually smaller than the uncertainty in the M HI calculation. The uncertainties on the gas masses are primarily set by the uncertainties on the galaxy distances, but a small contribution also comes from the uncertainty on the integrated HI line flux. The M GAS data used in McGaugh (2012) included uncertainties between 0.05 -0.41 dex, consistent with what we find. Therefore, we assume that HI and helium accounts for approximately all significant gas mass contributions, with other phases and molecular gas providing a negligible contribution. We derived M GAS for NGC 4395 using the HI flux available in the All Digital HI Catalog (Springob et al. 2005) with Equations 2 and 3. The 140-foot Green Bank telescope was used to observe NGC 4395 and produce the subsequent HI flux we have used here. The beam size of the 140-foot is 21 , large enough to encompass the angular extent of NGC 4395, therefore allowing use of Equation 2.
Stellar and Baryonic Mass
In order to derive baryonic masses, we adopt the stellar masses determined by Bentz & Manne-Nicholas (2018) for the majority of our targets. In that study, images in the V and H passbands from HST and the WIYN High-Resolution Infrared Camera, respectively, were modeled with GALFIT to separate the two-dimensional surface brightness components of the galaxy from the background sky and the AGN point source. V − H colors were derived from the fits to the galaxies and were used with the Bell & de Jong (2001) prescriptions to estimate the stellar mass-to-light (M/L) ratios, and therefore the stellar masses, of the galaxies. We adopt the stellar masses based on the Bell & de Jong (2001) prescriptions for the 22 galaxies in common between this work and that of Bentz & Manne-Nicholas (2018) , and list them in Table 6 .
For those objects in our sample that were not included in the Bentz & Manne-Nicholas (2018) study, we estimated the stellar masses based on in-hand data, magnitudes and colors taken from the literature, or a combination of the two. The stellar mass for NGC 5548 was determined from in-hand HST Vband and Apache Point Observatory 4 H-band images in the same manner as the Bentz & Manne-Nicholas (2018) sample. For MCG-06-30-015 and 1H1934-063, we estimated the stellar masses using the same method and prescription from Bell & de Jong (2001) Comparison between M GAS and MSTARS. There is a slight preference for gas mass to trace stellar mass, but the range of stellar masses is relatively small and the scatter is quite large. Granato et al. (1993) . The disk colors will not be affected by the central AGN; however, they will also be missing much of the color contributed by the bulge, which influences the total color and therefore the M/L ratio. Due to this limitation, we adopt an uncertainty of 0.28 mag on the colors. We then combined these colors with in-hand HST V -band magnitudes to estimate the stellar M/L ratios and thus stellar masses. We adopted a typical uncertainty of 0.2 mag for the HST V -band magnitudes, consistent with Bentz & Manne-Nicholas (2018) .
The stellar masses for Mrk 1044, MCG-08-11-011, Mrk 374, NGC 2617, Mrk 478, and Mrk 493 were derived by first estimating the mean galaxy color based on their morphological types (Buta et al. 1994, Table 6 ). For MCG-08-11-011, Mrk 374, NGC 2617, and Mrk 478, we then combined the estimated color with in-hand HST V -band magnitudes to estimate the stellar M/L ratio using the Bell & de Jong (2001) prescriptions, and thus constrain the total stellar mass. In the cases of Mrk 1044 and Mrk 493, where we did not have Vband HST imaging in hand, we utilized the surface brightness decompositions of Wang et al. (2014) to determine the fraction of the AGN luminosity to the total galaxy luminosity. We then corrected the total V -band magnitudes of these galaxies reported by MacKenty (1990) for the estimated contributions of the central AGNs. Combined with the galaxy color estimated from the morphological type, we were able to estimate the stellar M/L and thus the total stellar mass. For the HST V -band magnitudes, we adopted a typical uncertainty of 0.2 mag. For the mean galaxy colors and magnitudes from MacKenty (1990), we conservatively adopted uncertainties of 0.35 mag and 0.25 mag, respectively.
We derived the stellar mass for NGC 4395 using the integrated B-band magnitude and B − V color from Prugniel & Heraudeau (1998) , and the stellar M/L ratio from Bell & de Jong (2001) . The contamination from the AGN hosted by NGC 4395 is negligible, yet we conservatively adopt uncertainties of 0.28 mag for the color and 0.2 mag for the magnitude.
Finally, baryonic masses were calculated simply as
and are reported in Table 6 . Table 6 ). Morphologies based on B/T values were assigned according to the mean of the distributions in Figure 6 of Kent (1985) . The black circles are unbarred spirals, the green squares are barred spirals.
3.4. Black Hole Mass The parent sample for the galaxies in this study is the reverberation sample of AGNs with direct black hole mass constraints. Reverberation mapping (Blandford & McKee 1982; Peterson 1993 ) is a light-echo technique in which the radius of the spatially-unresolved broad line region (R BLR ) is measured. The BLR of an AGN is composed of optically thick gas moving at large Doppler velocities deep in the potential well of the black hole. The BLR gas is photoionized by the continuum emission source (likely the accretion disk) and gives rise to the characteristic broad emission lines seen in the spectra of Type 1 AGNs. Variations in the continuum flux drive variations in the broad emission line flux, but delayed in time from the observer's point of view due to the extra path length most of the BLR light must travel to the observer. This time lag value provides a direct measure of the BLR size. Combining R BLR and the Doppler-broadened emission line width through the virial theorem yields a constraint on the total mass enclosed within the BLR, the vast majority of which is the mass of the SMBH.
The black hole masses adopted here are from the AGN Black Hole Mass Database (Bentz & Katz 2015) , which is a compilation of reverberation-based M BH values. Thus, the masses are calculated as
where cτ is the time delay for a broad emission line, V is the width of the line, and G is the gravitational constant. The f term is an order-unity scaling factor which accounts for the unknown kinematics and geometry of the BLR gas in AGNs. It is generally derived by assuming that the AGN black hole mass -stellar velocity dispersion relationship (M BH − σ STARS ; Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Gebhardt et al. 2000) is the same as that of nearby galaxies with black hole masses from dynamical modeling. We adopt f = 4.3 which was determined by Grier et al. (2013) . A few of the AGNs in our sample are included in the inprogress updates to the AGN Black Hole Mass Database, and thus require a little more explanation. For MCG+08-11-011, Mrk 374, and NGC 2617, we employed the virial M BH from Fausnaugh et al. (2017) , but scaled to match our adopted f value. Similarly, we employed the virial M BH for Mrk 704 from De Rosa et al. (2018) and rescaled it with our adopted f value. For Mrk 1044 and Mrk 493, we utilized the Hβ time delay (τ Hβ ) measurement from Hu et al. (2015) and the width of the Hβ emission line in the variable, root mean square (rms) spectrum (σ line ) from Du et al. (2016) together with our adopted f value to calculate M BH . For NGC 5940 we utilized the σ line value from Barth et al. (2015) and the τ Hβ value from Barth et al. (2013) to determine a black hole mass.
We have adopted a preliminary black hole mass for Mrk 478 based on early analysis of in-hand reverberation-mapping data (de Rosa, private communication). The black hole mass for 1H1934-063 is based on current work on in-hand reverberation-mapping data from Bentz et al. (2019, in prep) .
DISCUSSION
In the past two decades there has been a surge of studies focusing on scaling relationships between host galaxy and SMBH characteristics, and these relationships seem to suggest galaxy − black hole coevolution. Such empirical scaling relations include the relationship between M BH and the luminosity of the bulge (M BH − L BULGE ; Kormendy & Richstone 1995) , the M BH − stellar velocity dispersion relation (Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Gebhardt et al. 2000) , and the most recent calibration of the M BH − M STARS relation found by Bentz & Manne-Nicholas (2018) . Many of these scaling relationships are used as inputs or constraints to cosmological galaxy simulations in an attempt to further understand the details of the symbiotic relationship between galaxies and black holes (e.g., Steinborn et al. 2015; Volonteri et al. 2016; Mutlu-Pakdil et al. 2018) . Here, we explore potential scaling relationships that include M GAS .
Linear regressions were carried out using the Bayesian method-based algorithm LINMIX_ERR (Kelly 2007) , which accounts for measurement uncertainties in both variables and includes an element of random scatter. We report the median and 1-σ deviations of large, random samples from the posterior probability distribution as the measurement and uncertainty for the slope, intercept, and scatter of each relationship.
Gas Mass -Stellar Mass Relationship
We first explored the relationship between M GAS and M STARS in our sample. We might expect to see smaller amounts of gas in galaxies with higher stellar mass if the gas content of these galaxies is not replenished as quickly as it is used up for star formation. Fig. 5 displays M STARS vs. M GAS . There is a slight tendency for lower stellar mass to correspond to lower gas mass. The range of stellar and gas masses covered by our sample is fairly small, however, given that most of the points are clumped together at 9 < log (M GAS /M ) < 10 and 10 < log (M STARS /M ) < 11, and the scatter is quite large.
We next examined whether the fraction of gas-to-stellar content in the galaxies, M GAS /M STARS , might serve as an indicator of morphological type. One might expect the gas content to change as a function of morphology, with lower M GAS for early-type spirals, and higher values for later-types.
To explore this, we adopted galaxy morphologies from NED for those galaxies where previous ground-based data provided sufficient angular resolution to determine the morphology (most of the NGC objects, for example). For the (2009) is biased towards gas-rich spirals, while our sample is stellar-rich, which is a possible explanation to the data lying beneath the line. The blue dot-dash line shows a "closed box" relation that demonstrates direct conversion from M GAS to MSTARS. The red dot-dot-dot-dash line shows a constant M GAS relation, where M GAS remains fixed at the approximate average value of our sample at M GAS ∼ 10 9.5 M while MSTARS varies. On the right plot, there is no evidence of a trend for M GAS /MSTARS as a function of M BH . more distant and compact galaxies, we determined the morphological type based on the bulge-to-total (B/T) luminosity ratio as follows. For most of the objects, the surface brightness decompositions of Bentz et al. (2009) , Bentz et al. (2013) , Bentz et al. (2016) , and Bentz & Manne-Nicholas (2018) were used to calculate B/T values, and these were compared to the distributions of B/T relative to galaxy morphology presented by Kent (1985) in their Figure 6 . We then adopted the morphology associated with the mean B/T value that most closely matched the B/T measured for each galaxy. For MCG+08-11-011 Mrk 374, NGC 2617, Mrk 704, Mrk 478, NGC 5940, and 1H1934-063, we calculated the B/T ratios from surface brightness decompositions of in-hand HST V -band images. Finally, for Mrk 1044 and Mrk 493, we used the surface brightness decompositions from Wang et al. (2014) in order to derive the B/T ratios. Fig. 6 shows the gas-to-stellar fraction as a function of morphology. The black circles in Fig. 6 denote unbarred spirals, and the green squares denote barred spirals. The gas-to-stellar fraction appears to be approximately constant as a function of morphology for the barred spirals, albeit with a large scatter and with a lower typical M GAS /M STARS for SB0 galaxies. However the unbarred spirals show a slight preference for a higher gas fraction at later types, especially when the unbarred Sm galaxy NGC 4395 is included.
In addition, we explored the gas-to-stellar fraction as a function of M STARS . If the gas reservoir of the galaxy is never refueled by accretion onto the disk, we might expect to see evidence of decreasing gas for galaxies of higher stellar content. However, there would be little evidence of this trend if accretion is ongoing and the reservoir is steadily refueled. In the left panel of Fig. 7 we plot the fraction M GAS /M STARS versus M STARS and compare to several simple scenarios. The black dotted line shows the best formal fit to the data points and has the form log M GAS M STARS = (−1.48 ± 1.44)log M STARS 10 11 M −(1.46 ± 0.14)
with a scatter of (0.41 ± 0.24) dex. NGC 4395 is not included in our formal fit. The blue dot-dash line represents a "closedbox" relation, where there is a one-to-one correlation between the decrease in M GAS and increase in M STARS , therefore no cold gas accretion. The slope is slightly steeper than the trend of the data, suggesting that some refueling must be occurring on average for the galaxies in our sample. The red dot-dotdot-dash line represents a constant M GAS relation, where gas is assumed to be replenished at the rate that it is used up for star formation. The slope of this relationship is shallower than our formal fit (which has large uncertainties), suggesting that the average galaxy in this sample is replenishing its gas reservoir, but at a rate that is slower than the gas is being used up. If NGC 4395 is included in the fit, we find a shallower slope of (− 0.77 ± 0.42), much closer to that of the constant M GAS relation.
McGaugh (2005) compiled a sample of galaxies with extended 21 cm rotation curves and derived gas and stellar masses for an in-depth baryonic Tully-Fisher relation study. Stewart et al. (2009) , in their simulation of the baryonic content of galaxy mergers, assigned gas to the simulated galaxies by quantifying the relation between M GAS /M STARS as a function of M STARS using the results from McGaugh (2005) . Their M GAS /M STARS as a function of M STARS at z = 0 is represented by the green dashed line in Fig. 7 . The sample from McGaugh (2005) used by Stewart et al. (2009) is biased towards gas-rich galaxies, which explains why their relationship appears to serve as an upper limit to our sample of galaxies. The (right) . For the data in the left plot, the formal fit for the M GAS -M BH relation includes a scatter of (0.32 ± 0.09) dex. On the right, the M BARY -M BH relation seems to exhibit a stronger correlation with less scatter. The red cross in the right panel is a derived baryonic mass for NGC 4395. NGC 4395 is not inluded in the fit to the black points, nevertheless it seems to follow the same relationship demonstrated by more massive galaxies.
general trend of decreasing gas fraction as M STARS increases, however, is consistent between their sample and ours.
A recent study by Calette et al. (2018) included a large sample of early and late-type galaxies from the literature, attempting to homogenize their sample as much as possible, checking against potential biases in the process (i.e., selection effects, upper limits, distances which correct for peculiar motions). They found an overall decrease in M GAS /M STARS as a function of M STARS similar to Stewart et al. (2009) . However, their average slope from the single-and double-power law best fits is much shallower than ours and the sample of McGaugh (2005) . Bradford et al. (2015) conducted a study of the baryonic content of galaxies selected from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey DR8 using isolated HI galaxy detections from the 40% AL-FALFA survey (Haynes et al. 2011) , which is a publicly available blind, drift-scan HI survey from the Arecibo Observatory. They also find a decreasing atomic-gas-to-stellar fraction as a function of stellar mass, with a break into a steeper slope at M STARS ≈ 10 9 M . The slope of the relationship they find after the break is very similar to our best-fit slope.
In addition, we have also explored M GAS /M STARS relative to M BH , as shown in the right-hand panel of Fig. 7 . We might expect M STARS and M BH to increase together, since the gas reservoir is used to create stars and fuel the growth of the SMBH. However, we find no evidence for a trend with this sample of AGNs. Instead, our sample demonstrates a relatively constant value of M GAS /M STARS as a function of M BH , albeit with a large scatter. A formal fit finds a slope of (− 0.02 ± 0.38), which is consistent with zero.
Gas Mass -Black Hole Mass Relationship
There have been many previous attempts to explore the connection between gas in galaxies and the central supermassive black hole. The vast majority of these studies have focused on AGN characteristics, such as luminosity or accretion rate, instead of the black hole mass itself. Such studies have included, for example, exploring correlations between Seyfert nucleus luminosity and HI emission peculiarities (Heckman et al. 1978) , the link between the cold gas reservoir and AGN accretion (van Gorkom et al. 1989; Peck & Taylor 1998) , and the connection between M HI /M STARS and black hole accretion rate (Fabello et al. 2011 ). The literature is inconclusive on these themes with other studies finding no evidence of mass transfer from the outer galactic regions to the central AGN when comparing gas content to near-infrared nuclear activity (Bieging & Biermann 1983 ) and finding no discernable connection between global gas content and AGN presence (Ho et al. 2008b) . However, even with the myriad of studies that do exist, it appears that no one has yet examined the relationship between gas mass and black hole mass.
The stellar content of galaxies seems to correlate with the black hole mass, for example the M BH − L BULGE (Kormendy & Richstone 1995) , M BH − σ STARS (Ferrarese & Merritt 2000) , and M BH − M STARS (Bentz & Manne-Nicholas 2018) relations. Here we explore whether the gas content also demonstrates a relation to M BH .
We plot the reverberation-based black hole masses vs. the gas masses in Fig. 8 . There is a weak correlation, with a slight preference for more massive black holes to live in galaxies with larger gas reservoirs, but there is also a large scatter. A formal fit between M GAS vs M BH finds: log M BH M = (0.36 ± 0.10)log M GAS 10 9 M + (6.87 ± 0.03) (7) with a scatter of (0.32 ± 0.09) dex. We also examined whether morphological type played a role in where objects fell in Fig.  8 , but found no obvious trend. Bentz & Manne-Nicholas (2018) recently calibrated the scaling relationship of M BH to M STARS for the AGN hosts in the reverberation sample. Their best fit based on the M/L ratio predictions of Bell & de Jong (2001) has a slope of (1.69±0.46) and an intercept of (8.05±0.18), with a scatter of (0.38±0.13) dex. In the right panel of Fig. 8 , we show the relationship between M BH and total baryonic masses for galaxies in our sample, many of which were included in the study by Bentz & Manne-Nicholas (2018) . The best fit is given by: log M BH M = (1.35 ± 0.18)log M BARY 10 11 M + (7.51 ± 0.04) (8) with a scatter of (0.09 ± 0.07) dex. The fits to both M BH − M BARY and M BH − M STARS are normalized at 10 11 M , allowing for easier comparison. The stellar content accounts for the majority of the baryonic mass in these galaxies, so the slopes of the two relationships are formally indistinguishable. The typical fraction of M GAS /M STARS is about 10% for these galaxies, but reaches as high as 52% for Mrk 1044 and 134% for NGC 4395. The slight increase in baryonic mass over stellar mass accounts for the 0.5 dex shift in the intercept between the two relationships.
Baryonic Mass -Black Hole Mass Relationship
Interestingly, even though NGC 4395 has a significantly larger M GAS /M STARS than any of the other galaxies in our sample, it appears to follow the same relationship between black hole mass and baryonic mass as the other galaxies in our sample. NGC 4395 is not included in our fit to the rest of the data, but if we include it, we find a very similar slope of (1.34 ± 0.09). This initial study suggests that the SMBHs of AGNs are not only correlated to their stellar content, but the total baryonic mass.
SUMMARY
We present results from HI spectroscopy of 44 AGNs with reverberation-mapped black hole masses. We detect HI 21 cm emission in 31 of them, 12 of which are the first reported 21 cm detections. Measurements of the integrated HI fluxes, W 50 , W 20 , and V R values are determined with two independent methods and are found to be generally consistent. From the HI fluxes, we determine M GAS for each galaxy. Using the stellar masses provided by Bentz & Manne-Nicholas (2018) as well as derived M STARS values from in-hand data and the literature, we also produce total M BARY values for the galaxies in our sample.
We have explored a number of relationships involving M GAS . We find no evidence for a correlation between M STARS and M GAS . We find a weak correlation between M BH and M GAS , albeit with a large scatter, and with no obvious trends based on morphological type. We find that the typical M GAS /M STARS value for our sample is ∼ 10%. For unbarred spirals, there is a slight preference for later morphological types to have larger M GAS /M STARS . For barred spirals, on the other hand, the gas fraction appears to be mostly constant as a function of morphology except for SB0 galaxies, where M GAS /M STARS is decidedly lower.
We find evidence of a trend of decreasing M GAS /M STARS as a function of M STARS , consistent with findings by other groups, yet we detect no trend with M GAS /M STARS as a function of M BH . Finally, we find a significant correlation between M BH vs M BARY , with similar slope to the recalibrated M BH − M STARS relation by Bentz & Manne-Nicholas (2018) . The dwarf Seyfert NGC 4395 (which hosts the lowest reverberation-mapped black hole mass) is significantly more gas dominated than the other galaxies in our study, with M GAS /M STARS = 134%, but it appears to follow the same trend in M BH vs M BARY defined by the other galaxies in our sample.
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